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Special Announcement Planned for Oct. 25 Youth Climate Rally in Vancouver

Youth climate activist Sierra Robinson, David Suzuki, Severn Cullis-Suzuki and other special guests to attend rally, announcement at first post-election youth climate strike

VANCOUVER, British Columbia — On Friday, October 25, well-known youth climate activist Sierra Robinson, David Suzuki, Severn Cullis-Suzuki and leading environmental and human rights organizations will participate in Canada’s first climate strike since the federal election, which will include a special announcement on a major next step in the youth’s fight to protect themselves from the dangers of climate change.

WHAT: Rally, special announcement at first post-election #FridaysforFuture youth climate strike

WHO (spokespeople available to media through contact below):
- Sierra Robinson, youth climate activist (+ dozens of other Canadian youth climate activists)
- David Suzuki, scientist, broadcaster, author and co-founder of the David Suzuki Foundation
- Severn Cullis-Suzuki, climate activist
- Stephen Cornish, CEO, David Suzuki Foundation
- Joe Arvay, Arvay Finlay LLP
- Chris Tollefson, Tollefson Law Corp.

WHEN: Friday, October 25, 2019 – 9:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
- 9:30 – 10 a.m. – climate strike rally
- 10 – 11 a.m. – announcement & press conference
- 11 – 11:30 a.m. – follow-up media availability with all spokespeople

WHERE: Vancouver Art Gallery – main steps, 750 Hornby Street, Vancouver, BC, V6Z 2H7

For more information or to arrange an interview, please contact:
Brendan Glauser, bglauser@davidsuzuki.org, (604) 356-8829